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Format
1. ICOBS (and thus IDD) as part of an
overall Conduct Risk Agenda
2. IDD – changes by 1 October 2018

Today’s learning outcomes
1. By the end of this briefing you will have
gained an insight into changes required
when the IDD comes into force
2. Other things to think about!

1. As part of
Conduct Risk?

Have we had failure
in the GI broking
sector?

Are we failing
our clients?

Your job is
HUGE!

Some firms’ cultures,
processes and products have
been designed to enable them
to profit from consumer errors
and to exploit their superior
access to, or understanding of,
information on financial
products and services

What shapes Conduct Risk?
1. Corporate strategy and culture
2. Customer needs, sales strategy, product
design and governance
3. Financial promotions
4. Sales and advice process
5. After sales information
6. Claims and complaints handling
7. MI and lessons learnt

2. IDD

Intended improvements?
• Expand scope to all distribution channels;
• Identify, manage and mitigate conflicts of
interest;
• Ensure sanctions are more harmonised;
• Enhance suitability and objectiveness of
advice; and,
• Ensure sellers’ professional qualifications
match the complexity of products sold

i. Application

Application
• All persons who conduct insurance
distribution (as defined) to customers
• New category of ancillary insurance
intermediary (AII) – where insurance is
ancillary to the main product/service
• FCA will re-label insurance mediation
activities to “insurance distribution activities”

Application
• ICOBS excludes reinsurance and large risks
• FCA will maintain (prescriptive) information
disclosure requirements exemption for
commercial large risks
• Certain requirements will apply to all
intermediaries in the distribution chain – not
just to those that interact with the customer

Customer Classification
• IDD applies to both retail (consumers) and
commercial customers
• Definitions under ICOBS remain the same

Client Definitions
• Consumer

• Commercial

Any natural person who
is acting for purposes
which are outside trade
or profession

A commercial customer is
a customer who is not a
consumer.

This is to match the DMD, but consumer is the
same as retail customer
“Mixed use” treated as commercial.
If unsure whether consumer or commercial then
you must treat as consumer.

Group
Commercial legal Policyholder – “normally”
“consumer” beneficiaries (e.g. group personal
accident and PMI)

Why is this important?
• There are different rules about what you need
to give a consumer customer
• An ‘assumption’ is made that a commercial
customer is more knowledgeable
• Large commercial customers have fewer
rights, e.g. do not qualify for assistance from
FOS and FSCS

ii. Professional,
Organisational
and Prudential

Professional, organisational
and prudential
1. Staff knowledge and ability
2. Prudential requirements
3. Restriction on the use of intermediaries

1. Knowledge and ability
• Applies to insurers, insurance and
reinsurance intermediaries
– Product knowledge, applicable laws, assessing
customers’ needs, claims and complaints process,
insurance market, ethics and financial
competence as a minimum

• 15 hours (various types of facilitated learning
opportunities incl courses) CPD minimum (to
those involved in insurance distribution)
• IDD CPD records to be kept for 3 years

2. Prudential
• FCA propose to maintain already existing
requirements for PII - €1,25m per claim per
year and €1,85m in the aggregate (or 10% of
annual income up to £30m)
• Rules exist re excess levels and min spec for
cover – legal defence costs and FOS awards
to be covered and these are not part of the
overall indemnity limit available

3. Restriction on the use of
intermediaries
• All firms must only use authorised (or exempt)
insurance intermediaries for insurance
distribution services for the whole chain
• This goes beyond current rules that only
apply to insurers
• New rules sit in MIPRU

iii. Complaints
Handling

Complaints
• IDD requires process in place for customers and
other eligible parties to register complaints and
receive replies. This requirement applies to all
types of insurance transaction, whether it
involves a retail customer or a commercial
customer, including reinsurance transactions.
• IDD requires “adequate and effective, impartial
and independent out-of-court complaint and
redress procedures” relating to customer
complaints about insurance distribution activities
which come within the scope of the IDD.

• Current DISP rules contain the following
requirements:
• complaints from eligible complainants be
handled in accordance with the complaints
handling rules in DISP 1
• an appropriate and effective processes for
dealing with complaints from parties who are
not eligible complainants
• that complaints from eligible complainants
can be referred to FOS
• These existing rules apply to business carried
on from establishments in the UK.

• Now will include complaints about business
carried on by UK firms from a branch in
another EEA state
• FOS to apply to firms with establishments in
the UK that eligible complainants are able to
refer complaints from an establishment in the
UK to the FOS including where this is done
by incoming EEA firms
• FCA to consult on whether to widen scope to
incl SME commercial customers

iv. Conduct of
Business

1. Overarching requirements
1. Act honestly, fairly and professionally in
the best interests of customers
2. Communicate in a way which is clear, fair and
not misleading
3. Label marketing materials as promotional
rather than contractual?

4. All customers and all parts of the chain are
subject to conduct of business general
principles
5. New requirements will apply to authorised
firms who distribute policies through exempt
ancillary insurance intermediaries (you are
responsible!)

2. Pre-contract disclosures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What type of firm are you (insurer, intermediary)?
Is a personal recommendation (advice) being
made – main product and any add ons?
Are you acting on behalf of the insurer or the
customer? Does this change at any time?
Do you own 10% or more of an insurer or vice
versa?
Is any advice based on a fair and personal
analysis of the market?
Names of insurers where advice is not provided

• Intermediaries to disclose “nature and basis
of the remuneration they receive”
– Nature – type (commission, bonus, profit share,
other financial incentive)
– Basis – source (who from)
– Remuneration incl non-monetary benefits

• Firms need to present this information in a
useful way highlighting potential conflicts of
interest (only for themselves)
• Actual amount disclosed only on request
• Fees up front incl those that may be charged
• On paper or other durable medium (customer
should make the choice) incl renewals

3. Advised and
non-advised sales
• All firms are required to identify demands and
needs and ensure what is proposed is then
consistent with those demands and needs
(incl non-advised)
• Where a firm provides advice it has to explain
why the proposed contract best meets the
expressed demands and needs
• Clear and unambiguous format

FCA Proposals
1. Firms must take an active role in identifying
customer’s demands and needs and these
then have to be specified, so, firms need to
do:I.

Identify the D&N and match them to available
products
II. State the D&N and assist them in making an
informed decision (highlight any gaps)

2. For non-advised FCA do not expect a detailed
investigation into customer’s circumstances but
should still identify D&N and provide cover that
meets those D&N and then provide a generic
statement

4. Reminder - renewals
• Applies to consumer contracts only (not
commercial or group)
• Renewals 1 to 3 years:– State current renewal premium
– State last year’s premium
– Customer should check level of cover is
appropriate and they can shop around

• Renewal 4+ years:– “You have been with us for a number of years.
You may be able to get the insurance cover you
want at a better price if you shop around.”

v. Ancillary
insurance
intermediaries

Definition
• Takes up insurance distribution activity for
remuneration on an ancillary basis
– Principal professional activity is not insurance
distribution;
– Insurance products are complementary to the
goods or service;
– Do not cover life or liability risks unless that cover
complements the goods or service as its principal
activity

New categories
• In scope AIIs – within the UK regulatory
perimeter and within IDD scope
• Connected travel insurance (CTI) providers –
different regulatory regime
• Out of scope AIIs – firms outside of scope –
electronic goods and furniture retailers –
remain exempt but IDD minimum
requirements apply

Minimum requirement for all
• For all AIIs requiring regulation under IDD
most requirements apply
• For out of scope:– Identity and address of insurer/intermediary and
complaints process
– Appropriate and proportionate measures to:• Act honestly, fairly and professionally, communications
and restriction on remuneration
• Consider customer’s D&N and ensure contracts meet
these

Out of scope AIIs
• Insurers/relevant brokers to have sufficient
oversight of their distribution chains to ensure
products are distributed appropriately

vi. Misc

1. Good repute
1. Firms must ensure that relevant staff are of good repute
2. This includes management directly involved in Insurance
Distribution or supervising staff who are
3. The criteria for meeting “good repute” to be regarded as
a “minimum” requirement
– (1) has not been convicted of any serious criminal offences linked to
crimes against property or other crimes related to financial activities
(other than spent convictions); and
– (2) has not been adjudged bankrupt (unless the bankruptcy has been
discharged);
– Give particular consideration to offences of dishonesty, fraud, financial
crime or other offences under legislation relating to banking and
financial services, companies, insurance and consumer protection.

4. Appropriate records to be kept + name of person

SMCR Fit and Proper
• Firms to assess whether SMs, NEDs and
certified individuals are fit and proper
• Don’t forget firms still have to ensure that all
staff are of “good repute”
• At least an annual assessment
• SMs and NEDs should have a criminal records
check undertaken and DBS registration may be
needed/umbrella body
• References will also be needed for SMs, NEDs
and certified individuals

2. Amendments to CASS
• IDD requirements relating to client assets:
– the minimum intermediary financial solvency is 5%
– CASS 5 will apply to reinsurance intermediaries.

3. IPID
• Insurance Product Information Document
(IPID) – a 2 page (max 3) objective and
relevant short summary
• Needed for consumers (only) and at new
business and renewal stage
• Consider a summary type document for
commercial customers that is objective,
relevant and comprehensible
• For phone sales no need to list it all as DMD
requirements still apply

Cont…
• Personalised - “Cover lasts for one year” and
in order to refer to actual policy schedule for
exact dates, sums insured, etc
• Jargon free
• Name the (lead) manufacturer
• Avoid duplication in another similar document
• Where a formal ICOBS summary has been
used now no need and also Key Facts logo is
dropped

Article 20 (8)
(a) information about the type of insurance;
(b) a summary of the insurance cover, including the main risks insured, the
insured sum and, where applicable, the geographical scope and a
summary of the excluded risks;
(c) the means of payment of premiums and the duration of payments;
(d) main exclusions where claims cannot be made;
(e) obligations at the start of the contract;
(f) obligations during the term of the contract;
(g) obligations in the event that a claim is made;
(h) the term of the contract including the start and end dates of the
contract;
(i) the means of terminating the contract.

4. Conflicts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Manage conflicts properly rather than use disclosure
to avoid managing them
Do your client files evidence why the product is in the
client’s best interests?
Do have a documented and up to date conflicts of
interest (and G&E) policy?
Do remuneration arrangements for staff or those paid
by the insurer influence placement?
Formal reporting to the management board and
regular reviews are now needed

5. Product oversight and
governance
• Product governance relates to the systems
and controls firms must have in place for the
design, approval, marketing and ongoing
management of products throughout their
lifecycle
• Could you be considered as the manufacturer
of a product?
• Do you influence cover/limits/pricing?

If so…
• have in place a written agreement which sets out
respective responsibilities?
• do you maintain, operate and review a product
approval process for new and existing products?
• specify a target market and assess risks for each
product?
• develop a distribution strategy consistent with the
target market?
• undertake regular review?
• are distributors are kept in the frame?

• New Product Intervention and Product
Governance sourcebook (PROD)
• Provisions will apply to insurers and
intermediaries where they manufacture
or distribute insurance products. These
will apply to all insurers, whether they
distribute products directly or via
intermediaries.

Conclusion?
•
•
•
•

14 weeks to go – you should be working
now on making the changes
Do you know what changes need to be
made?
What about systems/software houses?
Quite a bit of work for some!

Today’s learning outcomes
1. By the end of this briefing you will have
gained an insight into changes required
when the IDD comes into force
2. Other things to think about!
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